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Abstract—Since the beginning of the twenty-first century,
headquarters and C2 systems of systems have largely evolved
in occidental armies, enacting larger distances on the battlefield
and increased heterogeneity of units. This evolution combines two
related aspects that concern system of systems (SoS) engineering:
organizational changes and digitalization. The use of robots and
drones, as well as forthcoming next-generation weapon systems
will lead to step up this evolution. In this paper, we adopt the
model-based engineering perspective to review this foreseeable
evolution, in order to identify open challenges.

Index Terms—C2, military SoS, model-based engineering

I. INTRODUCTION

After the introduction of network-centric warfare in the
early 2000s, digitalization of the armies is still a challenging
concern. The expectations after C2 4.0 (4th generation com-
mand and control) programs are mainly to relieve command
posts and headquarters from low-value tasks by providing
automatic tools in order to let commanders focus on decision
making. An underpinning idea is to speed up decision making
processes: in the eventuality of high-intensity war against peer
enemies, faster making correct decisions is considered a key
advantage to seize opportunities and gain initiative.

Digitalization was concomitant with reconfiguration of the
(occidental) armies format since the 2000s. These two evolu-
tion mutually fostered each other. In addition to the reintro-
duction of the division level in several occidental armies, the
geometry of the battlefield evolved to larger distances, now
split in three areas: deep, rear and close. The information
flow changes accordingly. On the other side, heterogeneity of
units to coordinate is increased, especially with joint and allied
operations. As a result, new command structures emerged,
including the command collective concept, and a three-bureau
organization with J5 (future plans), J3/5 (future operations)
and J3 (current operations) in the new headquarter [1].

Besides improving decision making and reconfigured orga-
nization, current evolution of armed forces exhibit introduction
of robots and drones aside warfighters. For instance, a typi-
cally armoured platoon will most-probably be composed of a
single manned tank, accompanied by two or three unmanned
remotely-operated tanks; and each tank will be equipped with
several satellite drones to support the mission. All of these
units will contribute altogether to fulfill the mission in a

single manoeuvre. At lower levels of the command chain,
changes expected by C2 4.0 include the ability to design and
conduct operations in which parts of the subordinate units are
unmanned. Increased autonomy of the equipment, even if still
controlled by explicit order, allow to reduce involvement of
human warfighters in manoeuvre execution, such that they can
be kept at safer positions.

Peer enemies are expected to have similar capabilities. So
digitalization brings yet another dimension to the battlefield:
the cyberspace. Because of the increased use of digital tech-
nologies and networks, command posts and headquarters are
not only targets of choice for kinetic attacks, they also become
a target for digital weapons. Extension of technology use to
the battlefield makes units vulnerable to these new weapons
too.

This perspective calls for a new approach to digital orders,
beyond the construction of an information system for infor-
mation centralization and order distribution. This led us to
propose a model-driven approach for operation orders [2], i.e.,
to foster machine-processable format for operation orders.

In this position paper, we further investigate the next gener-
ation C2 system of systems, and more precisely how model-
based engineering may contribute to military operations, seen
as systems of systems. In section II, we review the planning
process as implemented by NATO-related nations in their J5
(planning) bureau. Section III focuses on how the J5 bureau
reasons about the enemy, in the context of this planning
process. Section IV focuses on how friendly forces are taken
into consideration. Section V attempts to anticipate foresee-
able evolution due to future generations of weapon systems.
Section VI gives our concluding remarks.

II. PLANNING OF OPERATION

In our previous work [2], we proposed a metamodel that
provides a structured representation of an operation order
(OPORD) as described by NATO’s STANAG 2014 [3] stan-
dard. But the operation order is just the ultimate product before
the operation, that results from the planning process by the so-
named J5 bureau.

At NATO level, planning of operations is described by
STANAG 2526 / AJP-5 [4], which is refined and adapted



with nation-specific elements such as [5]–[8]. In short, NATO’s
planning process [4] is a sequence of 7 steps:

1) Initiation: Operation planning initiates when either a
political level or higher commander issues a directive
for the considered operation. With the help of the com-
mand post’s staff, the commander issues initial planning
guidance, which clarifies the operation and provides key
timings. The commander may also issue warning orders
to subordinate levels.

2) Mission analysis: By further refinement of the initial
planning guidance and by further analysis of upper-level
directives, the goal is to formulate the commander’s
initial intent as well as the overall operation design,
including effects, lines of operation and decisive con-
ditions.

3) COA development: Courses of actions (COA) describe
how forces and capabilities can be employed in a se-
quence of actions to achieve the objectives of the mission
according to the commander’s intent. The intelligence
staff first attempts to estimate the most likely and most
dangerous adversary’s COA. Then the commander calls
for imagination to elaborate candidate COA. Only viable
(feasible, acceptable, complete, consistent, exclusive and
suitable) COA are further refined at the next step.

4) COA analysis: For each presumably-viable COA, ad-
vantages and disadvantages are evaluated. Wargaming,
i.e., a simplified and targeted simulation of the COA,
helps visualize the imagined COA in the context of the
foreseen adversary and environment. Troops-to-actions
analysis aims at determining capabilities and capacities
required by each COA phase.

5) COA validation and comparison: Based on the previous
analysis, the commander consolidates the advantages,
disadvantages, risks and mitigation for each COA. This
consolidated view provides rationale for a list of selected
COA, ordered by staff recommendation.

6) Commander’s COA decision: The commander chooses
one COA, based on staff-provided rationale as well as
on personal estimate, experience and judgement. The
commander may also choose to alter a COA or to
merge several COA in a new single one. The choice
acknowledges the commander’s acceptance of risks, and
gives yet another opportunity to refine the commander’s
intent. The chosen COA provides a core for the concept
of operations (CONOPS) under development at the
subsequent step.

7) Plan development: The CONOPS is expected to describe
how actions are integrated, synchronized and phased to
accomplish the mission, both in space and time. The
operation plan (OPLAN) complements the CONOPS
to address deployment, employment, protection, support
and sustainment in specific annexes.

The resulting OPLAN becomes an operation order (OP-
ORD) when the conditions of execution occur and an exe-
cution time is determined [3]. Because this process focuses

on planning, feedback like operation debriefing is out of the
scope of this process.

To better support the commander and command post’s staff
in this task, the goal of forthcoming C2 evolution is: shifting
from slide-show or natural-language text to structured and
computer-exploitable data that enable reasoning like explained
in subsequent sections.

One can make an analogy between this NATO’s planning
process and system engineering processes. In system engi-
neering, the customer starts the project by expressing and
justifying the need for the project during an inception phase,
matching the initiation step 1. Then the requirement analysis
phase helps the system engineer clarify the expectations for
the system, like the mission analysis step 2. When properties
like safety or security are expected for the system, the engineer
performs additional risk analysis tasks, similarly to the analysis
of the adversary’s COA at the COA development step 3. The
system engineer outlines draft architectures, like the COA
development step 3 yields to candidate COA. The system
engineer usually attempts to early assess how suitable draft
architectures are, by means of simulation and analysis. This is
almost the same goal as the COA analysis step 4, i.e., to early
determine what COA candidates are viable in order to make an
informed decision at step 6. Once the system engineer made
design decision, she/he pursue development of the architecture,
like the plan development step 7. The system architecture is
the counterpart of the OPLAN, and the deployment is the
counterpart of the OPORD.

In the fields of software engineering and of system en-
gineering, the same shift occurred towards structured and
computer-exploitable artifacts. Since then, these fields rely
on model-driven engineering technologies, which are intended
for this shift. In comparison to other structured data storage,
model-based engineering fosters the definition of domain-
specific modeling languages with automatic generation of
supporting software infrastructure, e.g., [9]–[11]. Model-based
technologies provide generic query, transform, analyze tools
that can be used with any instance of any domain-specific
language.

Obviously the above short comparison between NATO’s
planning process and system engineering is simplified. Yet it
motivates our interest for model-driven engineering.

Challenge: scalability. In the above-described planning pro-
cess of operations, several artifacts are produced till reaching
the ultimate OPORD. Starting from the COA (course of
actions), artifacts are built by refinement: the COA serves as
the core principles used to elaborate the CONOPS (step 6);
which in turn is expanded with function-specific annexes to
yield the OPLAN (step 7); which in turn is specialized with
actual execution time to become an OPORD (execution of
the operation, after planning). At step 3, several COA are
attempted and evaluated at steps 4 and 5, which all derive
from the initial intent and from the initial planning guidance.
All these artifacts are interlinked from the very first step till
operation execution, and traceability across artifacts would
ensure modeling and tracing the rationale and decisions of



the commander.
The flow between strategic, operational and tactical lev-

els is not unidirectional. Any artifact (CONOPS, OPLAN,
OPORD) issued at one level trigger the elaboration of the
same artifact at the level below. But at the same time,
strategic-level CONOPS benefits from the analysis performed
at the operational level. And the operational-level CONOPS
benefits from the tactical-level expertise. When artifacts cross
the strategic/operational/tactical boundaries, traceability would
ensure modeling and tracing the responsibility and decisions
of each level’s commander.

The above-described planning process accounts only for one
level in the command-chain, at a joint, typically theatre level
in the case of AJP-5. A similar (simpler) process is applied
at lower levels down to platoons, troops to elaborate smaller
scale orders for elementary missions. Here again, traceability
would ensure modeling and attributing the responsibility and
decisions of each level’s commander.

These three directions of traceability between artifacts
managed in a C2 raise the issue of scaling model-based
technologies to large models compound of several artifacts.
While scalability is already addressed in persistence layers,
e.g., by means of storing models to and querying from various
graph-based or column-based databases [12]–[14], scalability
to large-scale models is still acknowledged as an open research
challenge with respect to infrastructure such as transformation
and analysis engines [15].

Challenge: collaborative modeling. In addition to the nu-
merous interlinked artifacts, the above-described planning
process involves collaboration. Each commander relies on
the command post’s staff, which gathers several specialties
and expertise. Besides, like already highlighted, collaboration
is also involved between strategic/operational/tactical levels.
Projects of distributed C2 to improve resilience strengthen
this need for collaborative work. In this topic too, proposals
already exist in the model-based engineering community, such
as [16]–[19]. But Bucchiarone et al. [15] note that capturing
design alternatives or (possibly contradictory) opinions from
the various stakeholders, which may result from a deliberative
process like the above-described one, is still challenging.

Challenge: agility. Like acknowledged by the existence
of fragmented orders (FRAGO), the OPLAN then OPORD
as defined in advance by the J5 (planning) bureau evolves
during execution of the operation. Actually, during execution,
the process evolves to an agile-like process that enables the
commander to seize opportunities, or to react to events even
if not anticipated during operation planning. Bucchiarone
et al. [15] recognize that current model-based technologies
intrinsically prevent such agility and evolution in the related
processes.

Challenge: multi-domain modeling. Sometimes, a temporary
task force is set up with units combining several arms, like
the ancient US combat command or the contemporary French
GTIA, even when not considering a joint operation. The
underpinning idea is that such an organization provides its
commander all the expert resources required to fulfill a given

mission. Multiple expertise in the staff at the command post
is also required to help the commander design annexes to the
OPLAN and OPORD, which can be as varied as logistics,
signal, air support. Joint operations in addition involve hetero-
geneous units from any armed forces.

Consequently, the artifacts produced and managed at the
command post do not belong to a single mission language.
Instead, they are instances of various languages for each
domain of expertise. To some extent, this challenge meets the
globalized modeling approached [20].

III. REASONING THE ENEMY

Reasoning the enemy is about analyzing, then describing
the enemy in details: its nature, its attitude, probable doctrine
and format/organization in order to take the right decision
according to enemy dynamic hypothesis, changeable opinions
or views coming from the J2 (intelligence) bureau. The
commander should then get a panel of enemy courses of
actions highlighting enemy’s advantages, vulnerabilities and
weaknesses. In the planning process described in section II,
reasoning the enemy is key to step 3 and 4 (COA development
and analysis) as it tells the commander and its staff most
dangerous and most likely actions as well the opponent’s
center of gravity.

Except the theatre level, units (for instance platoons) do
not face the enemy as a whole. Theatre is typically split into
areas of interest (AoI) to ensure good coordination between
friendly units. Each unit at a given echelon of the command
chain splits its own AoI into (smaller) AoI for its subordinated
units, which altogether cover the complete AoI of their upper
level. Of course, enemy units are spread over the theatre, and
like AoI, enemy units are assigned to friendly units to ensure
coordination. When reasoning the enemy, each friendly com-
mander has therefore to well identify and to bound his/her own
parts of the enemy. Consequently, the commander can discover
better focused intention of his/her own enemy, depending on
whether this enemy is the one in charge of the main effort,
whether this enemy is engaged, either autonomously or with
support. Hence the commander has to make the difference
between observed enemy’s actions and its intention, inferred
from the observed actions.

Observing the organization and actions of the enemy is
one aspect. Understanding the enemy’s military culture and
doctrine is mandatory. During COA development and analysis,
the command post staff has to think in place of the enemy
to anticipate any action that may counter the tentative COA.
The enemy’s acceptance for risks and casualties, its notion
of proportionate use of force affect the enemy’s actions and
reactions as it defines its favored criteria of choice. Culture,
doctrine, but also intellectual formation are therefore key
aspects to predict enemy’s actions and reactions.

Challenge: help predicting the enemy. When it comes to
either recognition or prediction, artificial intelligence (AI) in
its various forms provides potential tools. The challenge here
is that every enemy has its own military culture and doctrines.
Worse, for a given enemy, its military culture and doctrines



may evolve over time. As a result, the corpus of reference
data, made of previous wars and battles, may be scarce,
small and outdated. For instance, in the context of asymmetric
warfare, the enemy may be agile enough to change its COA
semiannually (or at a similar time scale), during which new
culture and doctrines should be re-inferred or AI should be
re-trained before prediction becomes effective again. At the
same time, while commanders may be sensitive to deceptive
actions, AI faces adversarial examples [21].

Challenge: model of enemy doctrines. Regardless of the use
of AI techniques, the commander and command post staff need
documented enemy doctrine to try to predict enemy actions.
Modeling the corpus of inferred or discovered doctrines by
means of model-based techniques would allow machine pro-
cessing of these doctrines. Indeed, (partial) automation makes
the promise of a faster decision cycle, which in turn is expected
to provide advantage over the enemy, especially in the context
of a peer technologically-advanced enemy. On the one hand,
it would enable traceability of CONOPS/OPLAN/OPORD
to enemy’s doctrines as part of the modeled rationale. On
the other hand, model-based doctrines pave the way toward
automatic opponent player, e.g., in the context of digitalized
wargaming for COA analysis.

IV. REASONING FRIENDLY ACTIONS

Friendly forces are not only military forces and neighbors
or friends, but also those of other stakeholders in the conflict,
acting in the battlefield in favor of our commandment. Friendly
forces may include civilians, e.g., in the context of civil-
military cooperation (CIMIC) and civil-military interaction
(CMI). Even out of the scope of CIMIC, civil resources can
be used: a typical example is the telecommunication infras-
tructure. It is acknowledged that military telecommunication
technologies is currently lagging behind civil technologies. So,
most probably, no military counterpart for 5G mobile networks
will ever be developed. Instead, in the near future, military
forces will most probably use (possibly hardened) civil 5G
equipment, or even civil 5G infrastructure when possible.

In the elaboration of the CONOPS, OPLAN then OPORD
like described in section II, the commander needs to know the
means at his/her disposal to accomplish the mission. Available
means are determined quantitatively, qualitatively, and in terms
of suitability to the tasks to be realized. Means are also
determined according to their expected evolution during the
operation, including soldiers’ moral and strength that may
vanish as time passes by. As a result, the commander can
assess whether necessary resources are available to accomplish
the mission, and, if not, request for reinforcements, supplies,
support, intelligence, limit updates to increase the global
aptitude at his/her disposal.

Challenge: modeling (human) resources. To reason about
the friendly forces, resources have to be modeled. System of
systems engineering already provides techniques, such as the
physical resource specifications viewpoints of NAFv4 [22]. In
the case of a military operation, some of the resources are
human, whose moral, will, tiredness may be affected in the

course of the conflict. These specific aspects are unusual in
current modeling techniques, even if human beings are present
in socio-technical systems as well.

Challenge: unpredictability. Like stated in section III, AI
tools based on models for the doctrines and culture can help
predict the enemy COA. Likewise, AI tools can provide COA
suggestions to the commander, to help faster decision cycle
to give advantage. In addition, Yakovleff [23] describes at the
tactical level a collection of coups, that is, feedback about a
sample of manoeuvres that were successful in past conflicts.
These coups can serve as basis for patterns in the design of the
tentative COA for friendly forces. In the context of the friendly
forces however, the challenge is to design COA that are hardly
predictable by the enemy. Indeed, a peer, technologically-
advanced enemy too may have a digitalized C2, including a
prediction toolbox similar to the one described at section III,
to help discover and anticipate our own friendly actions. So
algorithm-assisted decision making must be carefully designed
to be sufficiently unpredictable to avoid giving the same
advantage as the one provided by a digitalized C2 to a peer
enemy.

V. TECHNOLOGICAL UNITS

Current trends in weapon systems and their foreseen next
generation are headed toward the development of technological
units complementing or supplementing human soldiers. This
evolution is planned far beyond current Unmanned Ground or
Air Vehicles (UGV, UAV), current digitalized battlefield and
network-centric warfare. To illustrate, consider the European
Main Ground Combat System project (MGCS). A typical
MGCS squadron will most probably be composed of few
manned armoured vehicles or tanks, and several unmanned,
remotely-operated or semi-autonomous armoured vehicles or
tanks. Each of these vehicles will be equipped with satellite
UGV and UAV. So the MGCS squadron commander will have
to command both human soldiers and drone units with reduced
crew at disposal.

Similar evolution occurs in the air forces, e.g., with the
Future Combat Air System (FCAS) and in naval forces.

Challenge: machine-processable order. In this forthcoming
context, because some soldiers are replaced with drone units,
any natural-language based format is not suitable anymore, as
such orders could not be interpreted nor executed by machines.
Model-based representation for orders [2] is a first step to
solve the issue. Novel interfaces are required to let small crew
command and control the whole squadron. Typical missions
and organization of tactical units may evolve as well, hence
affecting the language for orders. For instance, the question
may arise whether manned vehicles should only remain in
the back of the squadron or platoon, or on the contrary be
actively involved in the fight. What satellite drones do when
their host vehicle is neutralized is an open question that has
to be addressed in doctrines as well.

Challenge: cyber-kinetic continuum. The C2 is a key target
during conflict, as neutralizing the C2 prevents coordinated
conduction of the operation as well as elaboration of new



orders. So neutralizing the enemy C2 may result in complete
incapacity of the enemy force. In this context, cybersecurity
is mandatory.

Digitalization of the C2 allows new weapons to be used
against the C2: digital weapons. Forthcoming weapon sys-
tems extends this new opportunity (or risk) to units on the
battlefield. Traditional kinetic actions can be complemented
(or even substituted) by actions in the cyberspace. As witness
of this evolution, the French Ministry of Army publicly claims
that digital weapons can be used in coordination with kinetic
manoeuvres not only for intelligence, but also to affect or to
neutralize enemy’s capabilities [24]. Consequently, the current
boundary between kinetic battles and cyber battles, which is
already blurred, is expected to disappear, hence resulting in a
continuum between the spaces in the same way as in current
joint operations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The C2, command post and headquarter are expected to
greatly evolve in the future. After network-centric warfare
and digitalized battle space started in the 2000s, this evo-
lution is pushed by technological advances, promises made
by AI technologies, and forthcoming weapon systems such
as European MGCS and FCAS programs. This evolution
towards digitalized C2 shifts from a medium between human
commanders and soldiers, to integrating decision-assistance
technologies, as well as human-to-machine command and
control. The digital artifacts that will support an operation are
going to be numerous, to refer to global artifact documenting
enemy and/or friendly doctrines, and to evolve in the course
of the conflict.

Model-based engineering is known to provide basis to ad-
dress such challenges. This is the reason why, in this position
paper, we adopt this perspective to review the forthcoming
C2 evolution. Nevertheless, like acknowledged by Bucchiarone
et al. [15] model-based technologies are still known to raise
fundamental questions. Even if scalability and multi-domain
modeling have already been studied, model-based technolo-
gies are not yet fully satisfying in this regard. Collaborative
processes and agility are still open challenges. Finding suitable
metamodels, especially to enable doctrine models as well
as to take into account human aspects is yet to be done.
In addition to foreseeable doctrinal evolution to take into
account forthcoming weapon systems, cybersecurity issues are
expected to become more pregnant, both on the defensive side
and as a new arsenal against a peer enemy, both at the C2
and at the battle field. Last, digitalization is related to the
use of algorithms, which raise questions about the undesired
predictability of the operations.
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